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The purpose of this paper is to describe recent reasearch on the range 
inclusion and parallel sum in order to find the solutions of the class of 
operator equations 
crXB+AX=A, for all real CI > 0. 
Throughout this work, 3 will denote a complex Hilbert space, and A and 
B will be positive bounded linear operators in 3E”. Recall that A > B means 
that A - B is positive. The identity operator X will be denoted by I. We 
shall write A + L in place of A + iZ, where 1 is a scalar. The range of the 
operator A is denoted by Range(A), the null space by Ker(A). 
In Section 1 the definition of parallel sums of (possibly singular) positive 
bounded operators is given and the class UUP and range inclusion are 
discussed. In Section 2, we give a sufficient condition for the operator 
equation 
rXB+AX=A (a>O) 
to have a positive solution. This class of operator equation arises in various 
practical situations, including the study of boundary value problems in 
partial differential equations, in sensitivity analysis of complex systems, and 
in the study of optimal control. 
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1. THE PARALLEL SUM AND THE CLASS UUP 
The concept of a parallel sum has been studied by Anderson and Trapp 
[2], Fillmore and Williams [S], Green and Morley [6. 71, and Bunce [3]. 
If A and B denote positive operators and if A + B is invertible in B(X). 
the parallel sum A : B is defined by 
A : B=A(A+ B)-‘B. 
Note that if A and Bare invertible in B(Z) then A: B=(AP’+B-‘)P’. 
If A + B is not invertible one can set 
A : B = lim( A + ~1) : (B + &I). 
The last limit exists when taken in the strong operator topology [2, 61. 
The following characterization is due to Green and Morley. 
THEOREM 1.1 [6]. Thenet ((A+~):(B+~)},,~isnormconuergentif 
and only iffor every representation II of the P-algebra B(X’) we have 
II(A) : II(B) = II(A : B). 
That is, this net is norm convergent if and only if parallel sum operation, 
applied to the (A, B) commutes with every representation of B(X). In this 
case the pair (A, B) is said to be uniformly and universally parallelizable or 
of class UUP. This definition is due to Green and Morley, who studied this 
class l-61. 
THEOREM 1.2 [6]. Let AB= BA. Then (A, B) is of class UUP. 
The following results are due to the author and give a partial description 
of the class UUP. 
THEOREM 1.3 [9]. Range(A + B) 2 Range(A) if and only if 
Range( A + B) 2 Range(B). 
THEOREM 1.4 [8]. Zf AB + BA + BZ > 0, then Range(A + crB) 2 
Range(A), for all CL >, 1. 
THEOREM 1.5 [8]. Zf AB+ BAg 0, then Range(A +aB)z Range(A) 
for all real a > 0. 
Note that Theorem 1.5 implies Theorems 1.4 and 1.2. 
Morley [7] and Bunce [3] have established the following result 
independently. 
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THEOREM 1.6. If Range(A + B) 2 Range(A), then (A. B) IS of‘ class 
UUP. 
We need the following result, which is of Theorem 1 of [4]. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let A and B be bounded operators on the Hilbert space 
~4. The jtillowing statements are equivalent. 
( I ) Range(B) 2 Range(A ). 
(2) AA* < l.‘BB* for Some A > 0. 
(3) There exists a bounded operator C on .X so that A = BC. 
Moreover, if ( 1 ), (2), and (3) are valid, then there exists a unique operator 
C so that 
(a) IIC(l’=inf{pIAA*dpBB*jc, 
(b) Ker( A) = Ker( C), 
(c) Range( B*) - 2 Range(C). 
The following theorem generalizes ome of the work done by Green and 
Morley [6], Bunce [3], and the author [9]. 
THEOREM 1.8.’ Let A, B, and C be positive operators. rf AB + CA 3 0, 
fhen (A, a( B + C)) is UUP for all c( > 0, andfor a fixed a > 0 
( 1) Range[A + M( B + C)] = Range(A) + Range( B + C); 
(2) Range[A+cr(B+C)]?Range(A); 
(3) Range[A+a(B+C)]?Range(B+C); 
(4) I(A[A+E(B+C)+E]-‘(1 GM, for some real M, and aflE>O; 
(5) (((B+C)[A+~~(B+C)+E)-‘11 GM, for some real Mz and all 
I: > 0. 
Moreover, (l), (2), (3), (4), and (5) are equivalent. 
Proof If AB + CA Z 0, then 
AB+CA+BA+AC=A(B+C)+(BfC)A>O. 
It follows from Theorem 1.5 that 
Range[ A + a( B + C)] 2 Range(A) for all real c( > 0. 
’ The proof of equivalence of (2) and (4) in a special case IS due to J. Bunce [3] 
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Therefore [A, cx(B + C)] is UUP for all real c( > 0. Now it suffices to show 
that (1) is equivalent to (2), (3), (4), and (5). 
l ( I ) =z. (2) This is clear. 
l (3)0(2) Let D, be a bounded operator on X; then 
A=[A+a(B+C)]D, if and only if cr(B+C)=[A+a(B+C)](Z-D,). 
Now the equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from Theorem 1.7. 
l (2) G. (1) If (2) holds, then (3) holds and hence (1) follows. 
l (2)+ (4) If (2) holds, then by Theorem 1.7, there exists a 
bounded operator D, such that A = [A +cr(B+ C)] D,. Thus A[A + 
a(B+C)+c]-‘=(D,)*[A+~(B+C)][A+~(B+C)E]-’, and hence 
(IA[A+~(B+C)+E]-‘II = II(D,)*[A+a(B+C)][A+a(B+C)+E]-‘II< 
II(D,*)IJ. because [A+a(B+C)][A+a(B+C)+c]-‘,<I. Thus (2)=>(4). 
l (4)=~- (2) Suppose (4) holds and let XE#. Then ((Ax(( = 
(IA[A+a(B+C)+c]-‘[A+a(B+C)+EI.~Il < M,IJ[A+a(f?+C)+Elxll. 
It follows that IlA~ll Q M, (I [A + a(B + C)]xll and hence A2 < (M, )* 
[A+a(B+C)+c]*. Therefore, by Theorem 1.7, Range[A+a(B+C)]z 
Range( A ). 
. (5)= (3) The proof of this is similar to the proof of (2)0(4). 
Now the proof is complete. 
2. SOLUTION OF x‘iX+BX=A 
In this section it is shown that the range inclusion on A and B guaran- 
tees a unique solution C satisfying conditions (a), (b), and (c) of 
Theorem 1.7 for the operator equation AX+ X*B= A. Also, it is shown 
that if AB= BA then the operator equation AX+ XB= A has a unique 
positive solution C satisfying the above conditions. 
THEOREM 2.1. If Range(A + B) 2 Range(A), then the operator equation 
AX + X*B = A has a unique solution D on Y so that 
(a) IJDJ12=inf{p/A26,u(A+B)*}; 
(b) Ker(A) = Ker(D); and 
(c) Range(A + B)- 2 Range(D). 
Moreover D is positive if and only if AB = BA. 
ProoJ: If Range(A + B) 2 Range(A), then by Theorem 1.7, there exists a 
2 2 0 such that A* < 12(A + B)‘. Define a mapping C from Range(A + i3) to 
Range(A) so that C((A + B)x) = Ax. Then C is well defined since 
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Hence C can be uniquely extended to Range(A + B) ~, and if we define 
C on Range( A + B)’ to be 0, then C(A + B) = A. Moreover. 
(C(A + B)x, (A + B).u) = (Ax, (A + B)x) = (+u, (A’+AB)x) for all s. 
Thus C is positive if and only if AB = BA, bacause A2 + AB > 0 if and only 
if AB= BA. 
Further consideration of the above proof shows us that (a) holds for the 
D = C*. Also, (b) holds for this D because 
Ker(D) = Range( = Range( = Ker(A) 
and finally, (c) holds, because 
Ker(D*) = Range( 2 Range(A + B)l, 
which implies Range(A + B) 3 Range(D). Now, we show that if E is an 
operator on X for which A = (A + B) E and Range( A + B) 2 Range(E), 
then E=D. If A=(A+B)E, then E=D on Range(A+B)). If 
f~Range(A+B)~,thenf~Range(E)‘=Ker(E)sothatEf=O=qf:Thus 
E=D. 
Last, we show A : B = BD and B : A = (I- D)A, which imply that 
BD+DA=A.ByTheorem1.6, thenet ((B+s):(A+s)j,,oconvergesin 
norm to B:A. Moreover, (B+E):(A+E)=A+E-A(A+B+2&)~ ‘A- 
E(A+B+~E)-‘A-EA(A+B+~E)~‘-&~(A+B+~E)~’. 
Note that the last term goes to 0 in norm. Also, since 
(A+B)(A+B+2&)-‘<I 
and 
=[(A+B)‘-(A+B)(A+B+2&)](A+B+2&) 
= -2&(A+B)(A+B+2&))‘, 
one can conclude that (A+B)(A+B2&)-‘(A+B)-(AtB) is norm 
convergent to 0, and hence (A + B)( A + B + 2~) -‘(A + B) converges to 
A + B. Therefore, D*(A+B)(A+B+2&)-‘(A+B)D converges to 
D*(A+B)D and hence A(A+B+2&)-‘A converges in norm to AD. 
Furthermore, E( A + B)( A + B + 2s) - ’ converges in norm to 0 and hence 
EA(A+B+~E)-’ and E(A+B+~E)-‘A both converge in norm to 0. 
Observation of all facts in this paragraph shows us that (B + E) : (A + E) 
converges in norm to A-D*(A+B)D=(A+B)D=(A+B)D(I-D)= 
A(I- D). Thus, B: A = (B : A)* = (I- D*)A. Similarly A : B= BD. 
Last, since B : A = A : B, one can conclude that BD = (I- D*) A. This 
shows that BD + D*A = A and the proof is complete. 
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The following result gives a sufficient condition for the solvability of 
crBX + X*A = A for all real a > 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. If AB + BA 2 0, then for each real CI > 0, the equation 
crBX+ X*A = ‘4 has a unique bounded solution C, satisjjing the conditions 
(a), (b), and (c) in Theorem 1.2. 
Proof If AB + BA > 0, then Range(A + aB) 2 Range(A) for all real 
cc>0 by Theorem 1.5. The proof in the previous theorem implies that for 
each real tl >O, there exists a unique bounded operator C, satisfying the 
desired conditions such that A : aB= crBC, and aB : A = A(Z- C,). 
Moreover since (aB: A)*= (aB: A), one can conclude that ctBC,= 
(I- C,*)A. This shows that ctBC, + C,*A = A and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf AB+ BA + A2 20, then uBX+ X*A = A has a unique 
bounded solution C, satisfying the conditions (a), (b), and (c) in Theorem 1.2 
.for each real CI 2 1. 
Proof If AB + BA + B* 3 0, then 
Range( A + aB) 2 Range(A) 
and 
Range(A + aB) 2 Range(aB) for all real CI > 1 
by Theorem 1.4. The result now follows by Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let AB= BA; then the operator equation crBX+ XA= 
has a unique bounded positive solution C, satishing the conditions (a), (b), 
and (c) in Theorem 1.2 for each real LY> 1. 
Proof If AB = BA then Range(A + B) 3 Range(A) for all a > 0 by 
Theorem 1.5. Now the result follows from Theorem 1.2. 
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